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INTRODUCTIOlI, 

A detailed photoanalysis he.s been carried out of an area 

approximately 23,300 feet long and 11,300 feet wide covering the course 

of the proposed North Molonglo Outfall Sewer Tunnel. 

The study comprised examination and annotation of all naturally 

occurring linear fet;l.t1ll'es on airphotographs with the purpose of localizing 

any fract1ll'e zones and significant directions of weakness, 

Annotation was carried out on air photographs Canberra 1 C/5063 j 

1 C/5064. Stereoscopic cover was obtained using photographs 1 C/5062, 5065. 

These photographs are at a sC2.1e of 1 inch to 3,860 feet (nominal scale 

1 : 46,000). Recourse wa.s also made to airphotographs Canberra Run 10/134 

to 143 and Canberra Run 11/69 to 77 on a nominal scale of 1 : 17,500. 

Photointerpretation was carried out with the use of a scanning 

stereoscope equipped witb a x 3 binocular. 

INTERPRETATION 

For the purpose of analysis a grid of side len,'~:th one inch was 

constructed over the photographs, 

The ;following types of linear features were annotated on the 

photographs. 

(a) !!i£J!l1ent of Topographic features: 

Incised straight valleys and stream courses', abrupt changes of 

topographic level along a line, straight ridges. 
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(b) yegetation alignments: 

Alignment of trees, linear gaps in the tr'ee pattern. 

(c) TOI\e. Alignm~nEi: 

Differently toned lines in a tmiform soil pattern, straight 

boundaries between differently toned areas. 

Care was taken to avoid inclusion of any man made linear features, 

shadow alignments etc. in the annotation. 

RESULTS 

F:igure 1A shows the total field of fracture traces. Fra.cture 

traces which compose major lineaments axe indicated by thicker lines. This 

figure ShOVlS an ,meven distribution of fracture traces with the highest 

concentration within grid area 4, and lowest in grid area 6. It is to be 

emphasized that such differences &'e primarily the result of rural or urban 

development. Grid area 4 is an area of natural forest, thus fracture traces 

are more readily recognizable by topographic and vegetation criteria. 

Grid areas 1,2,--3,7,8,9 ha:ve been subject to rural development 

and deforestation thus topographic and tonal criteria predominate. 

Grid areas 5, 6, 10, 11, 12 are areas of urban development, and 

only a few identifiable topographic and tonal traces remain. 

Thus it is quite possible that such a. fracture trace abundance a,s 

that shown in gr:i,d area 4 may be present throughout the total area 

investigated. 

The azimuthal distribution of photogeological traces was obtained 

by classifying them into 18 directiona.l segments of 10°. The lengths of 

linear features in each segment were totalled and computed a,s a percentage 

of the total length for- the whole field. 

Figure 2B is the rosette diagram for the total field. (Note ~ 

fractures from grid areas 6, 11, 12 were not included in this compilation 

for reasons discussed above.) 
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No markedly dominant trend is obvious, fractures are present in 

directions and percentages vary from 3.4 in the 1700 group to 8.4 in 
o 90 STOUp. 

Local features of azimuthal distribution are shown in Figure 2A 

where the total field of frl;l..ctures per inch square grid unit has been 

computed. For the sake of clarity percentages of less than 5% were omitted 

from rosette-diagrams. 

Because of the limited number of traces recognizable in the urban 

areas covered by grid squares 6, 11, 12, the rosette diagrams for these 

a.re not representative and are not considered with other rosettes. 

Rosettes 1, 2, 3, 4, show a diversity of fracture directions 

but no particularly dominant trends. 

Rosette 5 shows one dominant trend on 1700
• This is the result 

of one lineament. The South Black Mountain Fault although present in this 

r-'~$.ette. is not obvious because of its curvilinear nature. 
~t 

Rosette diagTams 7, 8, 9 show a dominant trend swinging from 

1000 in 7 to 70° in 9. The traces ca.using this trend are probably due to 

the extension of the South Black Mountain Fault to the west of the Deakin 

Fault, 

Rosette 10 reflects the South Black Mountain Fault. 

DISCUSSION 
4 

A major airphoto lineament corresponds to the South Ble.ck 

Mountain Fault (Fig. 1B~. The proposed tunnel would intersect this fault 

at approximate Stromlo grid coordinates 12,400'N / 29,200 E. (Coordinates 

quoted are approXimate only, being calculated at photo scale). 
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Opik (1958) positions the Deakin Fault some 600 to 700 feet east 

of, and subparallel to, the oourse of the Blaok Mountain Creek. No 

oorresponding lineament oan be identified on the airphotographs. However 

the Black Mountain Creek is interpreted ~9 be incising along a fault line. 

This taul t line has been looally displaoed by several minor transverse 
11 

faults. Opik (pers. oomm.) found evidence near the head of Black Mountain 

Creek that th~ fault was positioned east of the creek channel. However 

beoause of deep soil oover through the area concerned in this investigation, 
" Opio inferred the position o,f the Deakin Fault. 

Two struotural interpretations can be applied in the area. 

Either the Black Mountain Creek is inoising in the Deakin Fault line, or, 

it is' incising in another fault subparallel to, and possibly genetically 

. related to, the Deakin Fault. If the latter is true then there could be 
II 

a major fault ~one between Black Mountain Creek and Opik's Deakin Fault 

line. 

Four lineaments, probably indioating structural weaknesses, 

interseot the proposed tunnel route at the approximate Stromlo ooordinates. 

13,000N / 28,600E 

13,200N / 28,400E 

13,200N / 26,600E 

13,300N / 25,200E 

No traoes oorresponding to the Blaok Mountain Fault could be 

identified on~he ~rphoto. This fault may correspond in part with that 

lineament intersecting the tunnel route at approximately 13,300N / 25,200E. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The analysis of the total field is influenced by areas of rural 

and urban development, but judging from grid square 4, which is relatively 

undeveloped, the area may be moderately to highly fractured throughout. 

The zone between the Deakin Fault and Black Mountain Creek warrants 

further ground investigation to clarify the structural pioture. 
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